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Where to Now? 2024 Your guide to senior secondary 
school pathways in Victoria has details about the 
ĝȜǥʆɊɰȜǈȿ >ǳɰʆȜ̙ǥǈʆǳ Ɋȍ MǬʎǥǈʆȜɊȿ ṓĝ>MṔḼ ȜȿǥȴʎǬȜȿȎ ʆȖǳ 
VCE Vocational Major (VCE VM), and where it can take 
ʭɊʎ ǈȍʆǳɰ ʭɊʎ ̙ȿȜɸȖ ɸǥȖɊɊȴṁ
This guide also details the Victorian Pathways 
>ǳɰʆȜ̙ǥǈʆǳ ṓĝå>ṔḼ ǈ ̚ǳʬȜǤȴǳ ǥǳɰʆȜ̙ǥǈʆǳ ǬǳɸȜȎȿǳǬ ȍɊɰ 
ɸʆʎǬǳȿʆɸ Ȝȿ Ĥǳǈɰɸ ᶡᶡ ǈȿǬ ᶡᶢ ʧȖɊ ʧɊʎȴǬ Ǥǳȿǳ̙ʆ ȍɰɊȽ ǈ 
more individualised program at a more accessible level 
than the VCE and the VCE VM.
Every student has different interests and strengths. This 
guide explains the many choices you can make. 
Make sure your path is right for you. Before you choose 
your pathway and subject preferences, talk to your 
teacher or careers practitioner.

Special Provision
If you want to do the VCE, VCE VM or VPC and you are 
affected by an illness, have an impairment or disability, 
or are impacted by factors relating to a personal 
circumstance, you may be eligible for special provision. 
Ask your school about what’s available to help you 
ɸʎǥǥǳɸɸȍʎȴȴʭ ̙ȿȜɸȖ ʭɊʎɰ ĝ>MḼ ĝ>M ĝµ Ɋɰ ĝå>ṁ
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A list of words and expressions to help you better 
understand the terms used in this booklet. 

Australian Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR) 
A ranking on a scale of 0.00 to 99.95, based on study 
scores, given to a student. Calculated by VTAC and 
used by tertiary institutions to select students for 
their courses. 
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Semester
Half the academic year (around 20 weeks across 2 
consecutive school terms). Most units last for one 
ɸǳȽǳɸʆǳɰṁ uȿ ʆȖǳ ĝ>MḼ ąȿȜʆ ᶣ Ȝɸ ǥɊȽɭȴǳʆǳǬ Ȝȿ ʆȖǳ ̙ɰɸʆ 
semester and Unit 4 is completed in the second 
ɸǳȽǳɸʆǳɰṁ þȖȜɸ ǥǈȿ Ǥǳ ȽɊɰǳ ̚ǳʬȜǤȴǳ Ȝȿ ʆȖǳ ĝ>M ĝµṁ

Statement of Attainment
A record of recognised learning that may contribute 
ʆɊʧǈɰǬɸ ǈ ĝMþ ɯʎǈȴȜ̙ǥǈʆȜɊȿṁ

Statement of Results
A set of documents that lists a student’s VCE, VCE VM 
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Victorian Pathways Certificate (VPC) 
! ȍɊʎȿǬǈʆȜɊȿ ɸǳǥɊȿǬǈɰʭ ɯʎǈȴȜ̙ǥǈʆȜɊȿ ǬǳɸȜȎȿǳǬ 
ȍɊɰ ɸʆʎǬǳȿʆɸ ʧȖɊ ʧɊʎȴǬ Ǥǳȿǳ̙ʆ ȍɰɊȽ ǈ ȽɊɰǳ 
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QUICK EXPLAINER

A study score is a number between 
0 and 50 that indicates your ranking 
in relation to all other students doing 
that subject in that year.

What subjects can I choose?
Each school decides what subjects and programs it 
offers. If your school doesn’t offer what you want, it 
might be available from another school or provider. 
You may want to consider Virtual School Victoria or the 
Victorian School of Languages or other options like a 
Registered Training Organisation (RTO). Speak to your 
teacher about this. 
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What do I have to do to achieve my VCE?
You must successfully complete at least 16 units, 
including: 
 ▶ 3 units from the English group, including a Unit 3–4 
sequence 

 ▶
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Deshi wants to be a lawyer so they’re going to enrol in VCE subjects like English, Mathematics, Legal Studies, 
åȖʭɸȜǥǈȴ MǬʎǥǈʆȜɊȿḼ oȜɸʆɊɰʭ ǈȿǬ ĝ>M ĝMþ =ʎɸȜȿǳɸɸṁ þȖǳʭ ʧȜȴȴ ̙ȿȜɸȖ ɸǳǥɊȿǬǈɰʭ ɸǥȖɊɊȴ ʧȜʆȖ ʆȖǳȜɰ ĝ>Mṁ 
Deshi has chosen subjects that are relevant to their future career as well as those they have a genuine interest in. 
They discussed their choices with their teacher and school careers practitioner so that Deshi meets the university 
course prerequisites to study law.

Deshi’s Year 10 subjects
VCE Physical Education Units 1 and 2

Deshi’s Year 11 subjects
VCE English Units 1 and 2
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What is the VCE VM?
The VCE VM is a new vocational and applied learning 
program within the VCE.
The VCE VM will prepare you to move successfully into 
apprenticeships, traineeships, further education and 
training, university through alternative entry programs 
or directly into the workforce.
To recognise your achievements, when you’ve 
completed your VCE VM you will get your VCE with a 
Vocational Major.

How is the VCE Vocational 
Major structured?
µɊɸʆ ɸʆʎǬǳȿʆɸ ̙ȿȜɸȖ ʆȖǳȜɰ ĝ>M ĝµ Ɋʦǳɰ ᶢ ʭǳǈɰɸṁ ąȿȜʆɸ ᶡ 
and 2 of a subject are usually completed in Year 11, and 
Units 3 and 4 in Year 12. You can complete your VCE VM 
over more than 2 years. For example, some students 
complete a Year 13 so they can spread their learning 
over a longer period or complete a school-based 
apprenticeship.
Talk to your teacher or careers practitioner about how 
to structure your VCE VM program to best suit you.
þȖǳ ĝ>M ĝµ Ȗǈɸ ɸɭǳǥȜ̙ǥ ɸʎǤȭǳǥʆɸ ǬǳɸȜȎȿǳǬ ʆɊ ǤʎȜȴǬ 
skills and knowledge to prepare you for your life, further 
study and employment. They are VCE VM Literacy, VCE 
VM Numeracy, VCE VM Work Related Skills and VCE VM 
Personal Development Skills. The VCE VM also requires 
ʭɊʎ ʆɊ ǥɊȽɭȴǳʆǳ ᶡᶨᶠ ȿɊȽȜȿǈȴ ȖɊʎɰɸ Ɋȍ ĝMþ ǈʆ >ǳɰʆȜ̙ǥǈʆǳ 
II level or above. Each subject has 4 units, and each unit 
has a set of outcomes which are assessed through a 
range of learning activities and tasks.
You will apply knowledge and skills in practical settings, 
undertake community based activities and projects 
that involve working in a team, and spend some time 
in a workplace.

QUICK EXPLAINER

The VCE VM is a 2-year vocational 
and applied learning program 
ʧȜʆȖȜȿ ʆȖǳ ĝ>M ʧȜʆȖ ɸɭǳǥȜ̙ǥ 
subjects designed to prepare 
students for life, further study 
and employment.
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What do I have to do to get my VCE VM?
You must successfully complete at least 16 units, 
including: 
 ▶ 3 VCE VM Literacy or VCE English units (including a 
Unit 3–4 sequence) 

 ▶ 2 VCE VM Numeracy or VCE Mathematics units 
 ▶ 2 VCE VM Work Related Skills units 
 ▶ 2 VCE VM Personal Development Skills units, and 
 ▶ ȽȜȿȜȽʎȽ Ɋȍ ᶡᶨᶠ ȿɊȽȜȿǈȴ ȖɊʎɰɸ Ɋȍ ĝMþ ǈʆ >ǳɰʆȜ̙ǥǈʆǳ 
II level or above (read about VET on page 28). 

Most students will undertake between 16–20 units over 
the 2 years. You must also complete a minimum of 3 
Unit 3–4 sequences in addition to your sequence from 
the English group. You can include VCE VM subjects, 
other VCE subjects and VET. You can also receive credit 
for structured workplace learning recognition.

Who decides if I have satisfactorily 
completed a VCE or VCE VM unit? 
Your teacher determines if you have satisfactorily met 
the outcomes of a unit. This decision is based on the 
work you submitted and if you followed the VCAA and 
school rules and procedures. 

How should I decide which subjects 
to do? 
Choose subjects that: 
 ▶ interest you 
 ▶ you are good at 
 ▶ will help you do what you want after school – apply 
for university or a TAFE course or get a job in your 
ǥȖɊɸǳȿ ̙ǳȴǬṁ 

Can I combine VCE subjects with 
VCE VM subjects? 
Yes. You have to be enrolled in the VCE VM program 
to do VCE VM subjects. You can also do VCE subjects if 
you’re enrolled in the VCE VM program.
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Key 
† Units 1 and 2 only 
* Units 3 and 4 only

Arts
Art Creative Practice 
Art Making and Exhibiting 
Dance 
Drama 
Media 
Music 

Music† 

Music Composition* 

Music Contemporary Performance* 

Music Inquiry* 
Music Repertoire Performance* 

Theatre Studies 
Visual Communication Design 

Business and Economics 
Accounting 
Business Management 
Economics 
Industry and Enterprise 
Legal Studies 

Cross-curricular 
Extended Investigation* 

English 
Bridging English as an Additional 
Language† 
English and English as an Additional 
Language 
English Language 
Foundation English† 

Literature 

Health and Physical Education 
Health and Human Development 
Outdoor and Environmental Studies 
Physical Education 

Humanities 
Australian Politics* 
Classical Studies 
Geograph Studie 5na 5984 10lobralian Politics

*
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Science 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Environmental Science 
Physics 
Psychology 

Technologies 
Agricultural and Horticultural Studies 
Food Studies 
Product Design and Technologies 
Systems Engineering 

Digital Technologies 
Algorithmics (HESS)* 
Applied Computing 

Applied Computing† 
Software Development* 
Data Analytics*

VCE VM
VCE VM Literacy 
VCE VM Numeracy 
VCE VM Work Related Skills 
VCE VM Personal Development Skills 

VCE VET programs 
For a full list of VCE VET programs 
see page, 27–29.
For VCE structured workplace 
learning recognition, see page 26.

Languages 
Aboriginal Languages of Victoria, 
Arabic, Armenian, Auslan, Bengali, 
Bosnian, Chin Hakha, Chinese First 
Language, Chinese Language 
Culture and Society, Chinese Second 
Language, Chinese Second Language 
Advanced, Classical Greek, Classical 
Hebrew, Croatian, Dutch, Filipino, 
French, German, Greek, Hebrew, Hindi, 
Hungarian, Indonesian First Language, 
Indonesian Second Language, Italian, 
Japanese First Language, Japanese 
Second Language, Karen, Khmer, 
Korean First Language, Korean Second 
Language, Latin, Macedonian, Persian, 
Polish, Portuguese, Punjabi, Romanian, 
Russian, Serbian, Sinhala, Spanish, 
Swedish, Tamil, Turkish, Vietnamese 
First Language, Vietnamese Second 
Language and Yiddish.

Individual schools do not offer 
every possible subject. Check which 
subjects your school offers.
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How is my VCE work marked? 
Units 1 and 2 are marked by your school. Your teacher 
will set a range of assessments. 
For Units 1 and 2 you will receive either S (satisfactory) 
or N (not satisfactory). Only the S counts towards 
your VCE. 
Grades for Units 3 and 4 are more complicated. For 
Units 3 and 4 you will have grades calculated from A+ 
to E, or UG (ungraded) or NA (not assessed) for your 
assessment tasks, as well as an S or N. 
The VCAA website has loads more information about 
the VCE assessment process. 
For each VCE subject, there are 3 graded assessments 
each for Units 3 and 4. Not all VCE VET programs 
have scored assessments. Those that do have 2 
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What is unscored VCE?
Typically, students undertake scored assessment as 
part of their VCE. Scored assessment provides a more 
detailed record of your achievement and is the best 
way to maximise your chances and pathways to further 
education and training. However, you can complete 
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What is an ATAR? 
þȖǳ !þ!è Ȝɸ ǈ ̙Ȏʎɰǳ ʆȖǈʆ ɰǳ̚ǳǥʆɸ ʭɊʎɰ ɰǳȴǈʆȜʦǳ 
achievement compared to everyone else in Year 12. It 
Ȝɸ ǤǈɸǳǬ Ɋȿ ɸʆʎǬʭ ɸǥɊɰǳɸ ǈȿǬ Ȝɸ ǈ ̙Ȏʎɰǳ ṓɊɰ ɰǈȿȰȜȿȎṔ 
between 0.00 and 99.95. 
Before offering places, tertiary institutions often look 
at each student’s ATAR and the combination of VCE 
ɸʎǤȭǳǥʆɸ ʆȖǳʭ ̙ȿȜɸȖǳǬṁ 
To receive an ATAR you must complete 4 Unit 3–4 
sequences, including a VCE English subject and get a 
study score for those subjects. 
The Victorian Tertiary Admissions Centre (VTAC) 
calculates your ATAR. For more about the ATAR and 
tertiary course options, see the VTAC website.

What is the GAT and why is it 
important? 
All students studying one or more Unit 3 and 4 VCE 
subjects (or scored VCE VET subjects) are expected 
to sit Sections A and B of the GAT. Students studying 
VCE VM subjects are expected to sit Section A of the 
GAT only. 
The GAT measures your general knowledge and skills in 
literacy, numeracy, mathematics, science, technology, 
humanities, arts and social sciences. 
GAT results will include information on your 
performance against literacy and numeracy standards 
typically expected of those leaving school. 
Your GAT results do not count directly towards your 
VCE or VCE VM, but they are used to help check that 
school-based and external assessments have been 
fair4Ee2(air)9 (e GA)35 (T an)-8
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How will I receive my results? 
If you enrolled in at least one Unit 3 and 4 subject, you 
will be able to see your results online through the VCE 
Results and ATAR service in December. Enrol and save 
the link to the online service for checking later. 
You will also receive a Statement of Results in December. 
If you undertake Units 1 and 2, your statement will be 
sent to your school. If you are enrolled in at least one 
Unit 3 and 4 subject, the VCAA will mail your statement 
to your home. 
If you are enrolled in at least one Unit 3 and 4 subject, 
you may also register to receive your results by email on 
the morning of results release. 
Your statement will include: 
 ▶ the S and N unit results 
 ▶ the grades for your Units 3 and 4 school-based and 
external assessments 

 ▶ your study score for your Units 3 and 4 subjects. 

uȍ ʭɊʎ Ȗǈʦǳ ɸʎǥǥǳɸɸȍʎȴȴʭ ̙ȿȜɸȖǳǬ ʆȖǳ ĝ>MḼ ʭɊʎ ʧȜȴȴ 
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Kamala likes learning on the job and wants to be a metal fabricator, so she’s going to enrol in the VCE Vocational 
µǈȭɊɰ ṓĝ>M ĝµṔṁ ðȖǳṭȴȴ ǬɊ ĝ>M ĝµ ɸʆʎǬȜǳɸ ǈȿǬ ǈ ĝ>M ĝMþ >ǳɰʆȜ̙ǥǈʆǳ uu Ȝȿ MȿȎȜȿǳǳɰȜȿȎṁ ¨ǈȽǈȴǈ ʧȜȴȴ ̙ȿȜɸȖ ɸǳǥɊȿǬǈɰʭ 
ɸǥȖɊɊȴ ʧȜʆȖ Ȗǳɰ ĝȜǥʆɊɰȜǈȿ >ǳɰʆȜ̙ǥǈʆǳ Ɋȍ MǬʎǥǈʆȜɊȿ ĝɊǥǈʆȜɊȿǈȴ µǈȭɊɰṁ ðȖǳ ǬȜɸǥʎɸɸǳǬ ǈȴȴ ʆȖȜɸ ʧȜʆȖ Ȗǳɰ ȍǈȽȜȴʭḼ ʆǳǈǥȖǳɰ 
and school careers practitioner.
In Year 10, Kamala participated in a TAFE taster day and experienced VET engineering. She then went on a careers 
excursion to a local caravan manufacturer and asked if she could do Structured Workplace Learning at the 
company while she was in Year 11. This means she’ll spend some school time at the caravan manufacturer learning 
on the job. She will receive credit for this time towards her VCE Vocational Major.  When she completes Year 12, 
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þȖǳ ĝȜǥʆɊɰȜǈȿ åǈʆȖʧǈʭɸ >ǳɰʆȜ̙ǥǈʆǳ ṓĝå>Ṕ Ȝɸ ǈ ȍɊʎȿǬǈʆȜɊȿ 
ɸǳǥɊȿǬǈɰʭ ɯʎǈȴȜ̙ǥǈʆȜɊȿ ǬǳɸȜȎȿǳǬ ȍɊɰ ɸʆʎǬǳȿʆɸ ʧȖɊ 
ʧɊʎȴǬ Ǥǳȿǳ̙ʆ ȍɰɊȽ ǈȿ ȜȿǬȜʦȜǬʎǈȴȜɸǳǬ ɭɰɊȎɰǈȽ ǈʆ ǈ 
more accessible level than the VCE or VCE VM. 
The VPC can help you move into a senior secondary 
ɯʎǈȴȜ̙ǥǈʆȜɊȿḼ ǳȿʆɰʭ ȴǳʦǳȴ ĝMþ ǥɊʎɰɸǳ Ɋɰ ɸʆɰǈȜȎȖʆ ȜȿʆɊ ǈ ȭɊǤṁ 

Your teacher or careers practitioner will talk to you and 
your family about whether the VPC is right for you. Once 
you, your family and your teacher or careers practitioner 
have agreed that this is the best option for you, you can 
start your VPC at any time during the school year, and 
ʆȖǳ ʆȜȽǳ ʭɊʎ ʆǈȰǳ ʆɊ ̙ȿȜɸȖ ʆȖǳ ĝå> Ȝɸ ̚ǳʬȜǤȴǳṁ 

What can my VPC program include? 
You can choose from 4 subjects: 
 ▶ VPC Literacy 
 ▶ VPC Numeracy 
 ▶ VPC Work Related Skills 
 ▶ VPC Personal Development Skills.
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How are my VPC subjects marked? 
All units in your VPC are marked by your teacher at 
your school or provider. 
VPC providers are listed on the VCAA website. 

How will I receive my VPC results? 
You will receive a Statement of Results from the VCAA, 
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You can do a school-based apprenticeship or 
traineeship in many industries as part of your VCE, 
VCE VM or VPC. These include, but are not limited to, 
agriculture, building and construction, early childhood 
education, and sport and recreation. A school-based 
ǈɭɭɰǳȿʆȜǥǳɸȖȜɭ Ɋɰ ʆɰǈȜȿǳǳɸȖȜɭ ɯʎǈȴȜ̙ǥǈʆȜɊȿ ǥɊȿʆɰȜǤʎʆǳɸ 
ʆɊ ɸʎǥǥǳɸɸȍʎȴȴʭ ̙ȿȜɸȖȜȿȎ ʆȖǳ ĝ>MḼ ĝ>M ĝµ Ɋɰ ĝå>Ḽ 
just like VCE VET programs do, by giving students 
credit for Units 1 to 4. School-based apprenticeships 
or traineeships may contribute to an ATAR. Ask your 
school how they can help arrange a school-based 
apprenticeship or traineeship for you.

3. Complete a different VET certificate 
uȍ ʭɊʎ ǈɰǳ ȜȿʆǳɰǳɸʆǳǬ Ȝȿ ǬɊȜȿȎ ǈ ĝMþ ǥǳɰʆȜ̙ǥǈʆǳ ʆȖǈʆṭɸ ȿɊʆ 
available as a VCE VET program, you may be able to 
count it towards satisfactory completion of your VCE, 
VCE VM or VPC. This arrangement is called block credit. 
þȖǳɰǳ ǈɰǳ ɸɭǳǥȜ̙ǥ ɰʎȴǳɸ ȍɊɰ ǤȴɊǥȰ ǥɰǳǬȜʆḼ ɸɊ ǈɸȰ ʭɊʎɰ 
year level coordinator or careers practitioner for more 
information. 

How do I get my results? 
uȍ ʭɊʎ ǥɊȽɭȴǳʆǳ ǈ ĝMþ ɯʎǈȴȜ̙ǥǈʆȜɊȿ Ȝȿ ǈȿʭ Ɋȍ ʆȖǳɸǳ 
ʧǈʭɸḼ ʭɊʎ ʧȜȴȴ ɰǳǥǳȜʦǳ ǈ ǥǳɰʆȜ̙ǥǈʆǳ Ɋɰ ðʆǈʆǳȽǳȿʆ Ɋȍ 
Attainment from the RTO and credit towards the VCE, 
VCE VM or VPC. 

Structured workplace learning 
Structured workplace learning (SWL) is on-the-job 
training or work placements that allow you to develop 
work skills and understand what employers expect. 
SWL can be a valuable component of your VET 
ɯʎǈȴȜ̙ǥǈʆȜɊȿ ʎȿǬǳɰʆǈȰǳȿ ʧȜʆȖȜȿ ʭɊʎɰ ĝ>MḼ ĝ>M ĝµ Ɋɰ 
VPC. SWL complements your training at school or with 
another provider. 
It should be spread across the whole training program, 
and it allows you to: 
 ▶ build and improve your skills 
 ▶ apply practical industry knowledge 
 ▶  be assessed in units of competency, as determined 
by the RTO 

 ▶  expand your employment opportunities. 
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SWL recognition 
When you complete SWL, you can gain extra units 
towards your VCE, VCE VM or VPC by completing SWL 
ɰǳǥɊȎȿȜʆȜɊȿṁ þȖȜɸ ɭɰɊǥǳɸɸ Ȏǳʆɸ ʭɊʎ ʆɊ ɰǳ̚ǳǥʆ Ɋȿ ʭɊʎɰ 
SWL experiences in a Workplace Learning Record and 
discuss these with your school. This also applies if you 
are undertaking a school-based apprenticeship or 
traineeship. 

Get VET videos 
Looking for more information on VET? Go to the Get 
VET page on the VCAA website to be inspired by VET 
student stories, discover how VET is different from a 
VCE, VCE VM or VPC subject, and more.
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Key
† Scored VCE VET program
# Unscored 3 and 4
° Priority pathway

Agriculture, Horticulture, Conservation and 
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Dance
Certificate II in Dance
Certificate III in Dance†

Electrical Industry
Certificate II in Electrotechnology Studies (Pre‑vocational)#

Certificate II in Electrotechnology (Career Start)#

Engineering°

Certificate II in Engineering Studies†

Equine Studies
Certificate III in Equine Studies†

Furnishing
Certificate II in Furniture Making Pathways†

Hair and Beauty°

Certificate II in Retail Cosmetics#

Certificate II in Salon Assistant
Certificate III in Beauty Services#

Certificate III in Make‑up#

Health°

Certificate II in Health Support Services
Certificate III in Allied Health Assistance†

Hospitality°

Certificate II in Hospitality†

Certificate II in Cookery†

Information and Communications Technology
Certificate II in Applied Digital Technologies
Certificate III in Information Technology†

Integrated Technologies
Certificate II in Integrated Technologies†

Laboratory Skills
Certificate III in Laboratory Skills†

Music
Certificate II in Music
Certificate III in Music (Performance)†

Certificate III in Music (Sound Production)†
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Plumbing°

Certificate II in Plumbing (Pre‑apprenticeship)

Small Business
Certificate II in Small Business (Operations/Innovation)#

Sport and Recreation°

Certificate II in Outdoor Recreation
Certificate II in Sport and Recreation
Certificate III in Sport and Recreation†

Visual Arts
Certificate II in Visual Arts
Certificate III in Visual Arts#

åɰȜɊɰȜʆʭ ɭǈʆȖʧǈʭɸ ɰǳ̚ǳǥʆ ȜȿǬʎɸʆɰȜǳɸ ʆȖǈʆ Ȗǈʦǳ ǈ ȖȜȎȖ 
need for skilled workers and growing job opportunities. 

Individual schools may offer many of these programs 
but probably not all.
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